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Problem-Solving with
ALLOCxx

Today’s global businesses are more
complex and interconnected than ever.

The almost unlimited needs of large-scale
business are most commonly met by equally
large and complex operating systems such
as OS/390 and z/OS. Because of their size,
enterprise systems are highly automated,
using both vendor products and the facili-
ties supplied within the operating system to
control operations. This month, I will dis-
cuss one such control structure specifically
related to dataset allocation, the ALLOCxx
member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

SYS1.PARMLIB, of course, is the library
that contains most of the operating system
startup options, with its various members
each controlling some aspect of the system.
ALLOCxx provides defaults for the size of
some of the operating system control blocks,
such as the TIOT, as well as system-wide
policies (a favorite word of administrators)
for how possible dataset and volume alloca-
tion problems are to be handled. (Typically,
the actual member name is ALLOC00, with
the last two characters acting as a suffix,
allowing multiple members to exist).

ALLOCxx can be used to address a prob-
lem that sometimes occurs as applications
grow larger and require more datasets to be
allocated at the same time, namely running
out of TIOT space. Each dataset allocated
to a job requires an entry in the Task I/O
Table, or TIOT. Each TIOT entry can range
in size from 20 bytes (for a dataset occupying
a single volume) to as much as 252 bytes
(for datasets with the maximum of 59 real
— or candidate — volumes). The amount
of storage available for the TIOT is fixed at
IPL time, and is specified by ALLOCxx.
The default is 32K, or enough for about
1,635 single-volume datasets. Applications
that attempt to use more than this number
of datasets at the same time will fail, as they

cannot access all the required files. Such
failures do not occur for DB2 systems,
which long ago grew to sizes that required
more than 10,000 concurrently available
datasets. DB2 allocations are performed
using the Extended TIOT, or XTIOT, which
is not subject to the limit in ALLOCxx.
However, for ordinary applications that
require large numbers of datasets at the
same time, it may be useful to increase the
TIOT size in ALLOCxx to the maximum of
64K. This will allow as many as 3,273 single-
volume datasets. If still more TIOT space is
required, the only recourse at present is to
change the application to free some datasets
before allocating new ones.

Another problem that ALLOCxx addresses
is the issue of duplicate-name datasets. Non-
SMS datasets and SMS managed generation
datasets are catalogued at the end of the step
in which they are allocated. However, it may
happen that a dataset with the same name
already exists when the end of the step is
reached. In this case, the newly allocated
dataset cannot be cataloged due to the existing
catalog entry. No error occurs, and the job
proceeds normally. Unfortunately, subsequent
steps will use the old, already-catalogued ver-
sion of the dataset, which is probably not
what the user had in mind.

The FAILJOB and ERRORMSG para-
meters in ALLOCxx allow the storage
administrator to address this problem by
failing the job with a JCL error. The new
dataset will still have been allocated, and
the step condition code is unaffected, but
subsequent steps are not executed. One dif-
ficulty with this solution is that the policies
set by ALLOCxx are system-wide, and affect
all datasets equally. Vendor products are
available that address this NOT-CATLGD-2
situation in a more flexible manner, typically
by deleting or renaming the original dataset,

thus allowing the job to proceed using the
new one.

ALLOCxx also provides allocation
recovery policies, i.e., rules for what to do
if a resource is unavailable. If a tape drive is
needed, but all of the necessary units are in
use, for example, or if a tape volume must
be mounted, the system looks at the speci-
fications in ALLOCxx to decide whether
messages must be issued to the system
operator, whether the job should wait for
the resource, or whether the request should
be failed. Four sets of parameters, along
with four associated installation exits, are
used to provide these policies.

Two policies/exits deal with the avail-
ability of devices or volumes. The
ALLOC_OFFLN policy is used when a job
must wait for an offline device, or when
waiting for a nonspecific volume, such as a
scratch mount. The SPEC_WAIT policy is
similar, except that it is used when a job
must wait for a particular device or volume.
The default action is WTOR, that is, the
operator is prompted to determine whether
the job should wait for the device and if so,
whether the job should continue holding its
existing resources. Typically, the operator’s
reply is WAIT and NOHOLD. The job then
waits for the tape drive or other resource to
become available and re-obtains all the
resources at that time. ALLOCxx can be
used to automate the responses to these
messages. If the ALLOCxx policy specifies
CANCEL, then the device is simply not
varied online and the job fails. This may be
useful if the installation policy is never to
allow devices to be varied online on some
systems. The policy may also specify
WAITHOLD (wait, holding resources) or
WAITNOH (wait without holding
resources). WAITHOLD involves the possi-
bility of a deadlock if other jobs also hold
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resources required by the waiting job. Because
WAITNOH could result in a loop with a tape
drive “pingponging” back and forth between
jobs, a limit can be placed on the number of
WAITNOH attempts, after which a different
policy, (POLICYNW(WAIT or CANCEL))
goes into effect.

Two other ALLOCxx policies can be
defined that determine how the system is to
respond to conflicts involving specific disk
or tape volumes. The VOLUME_ENQ poli-
cies indicate what is to be done (WTOR,
CANCEL, or WAIT) if an enqueue cannot
be obtained for a particular volume or series
of volumes. The VOLUME_MNT policy
allows the operator to specify whether or not
the job should be cancelled if a volume must
be mounted to satisfy an allocation request.

For each of the four ALLOCxx policies,
there is an associated allocation exit that
allows more detailed control over the policy.
Using the exits, different policies can be
implemented for different dataset and volume
naming conventions, indicating which devices
may be varied online, etc. Exit code also has
the advantage of being changeable without an
IPL, whereas changes to ALLOCxx cannot be
implemented dynamically.

One other value in ALLOCxx addresses
the situation where a job must wait due to
its inability to obtain an enqueue on a
dataset name alias because another job
already has the dataset enqueued by it’s
‘real’ name. The SDSNWAIT parameter
indicates whether the job should wait for the
dataset to become available (SDSN(WAIT-
ALLOC(YES)) or be cancelled. The default
is to cancel the job, since there is the possi-
bility of a lockout if the job waits.

ALLOCxx also provides several other
policies related to dataset creation, such as
default space policies and UNIT names for
dynamically allocated or VIO datasets. If a
dataset is allocated without any value indicat-
ed for space or UNIT, then the values pro-
vided by ALLOCxx can be used. ALLOCxx
values can be specified for primary and sec-
ondary space, number of directory blocks,
average block size, and whether space
should be released (the RLSE parameter).
These values only take effect if there is no
place else from which to get them — space
and UNIT values coming from the data
class, the JCL, or the DYNALLOC parame-
ter list automatically take precedence. There
are a few other defaults that can be set in
ALLOCxx for such things as how to handle
UNIT affinity conflicts where one dataset is

SMS-managed and another is not, or for the
DISPosition that should occur for Tape-
Mount-Management datasets that have been
redirected to DASD.

In a large data center, the storage admin-
istrator may have many tools at his disposal,
some of which provide great power and
flexibility. The advantage of the ALLOCxx
PARMLIB member and its associated exits
is that they can provide centralized, easily
understood policies for some aspects of
allocation. An understanding of how
ALLOCxx fits into the storage administration
puzzle is vital to efficient operation.  
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